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gloss art  •  marble  •  stone  •  wood grain

GLaMoUR 
High-gloss floors of exquisite brilliance.

A floor unlike any you have ever seen before – one which only Kronotex can create with such luxury and fascination. A highly-elegant look, a compelling 
effect, a sophisticated design.

GLAMOUR cannot fail to impress with its sophisticated, highly - exclusive look as well as with its typical Kronotex usage properties. But this is only to be 
expected! This floor has been coated with several layers of extremely hard wearing lacquer and designed for a wide variety of uses. And it offers all the 
guarantees for demanding usage with a high level of comfort and universal safety.

The panels consist of at least four stable layers.
This guarantees extremely high stress resistance and unique durability.
GLAMOUR is a Kronotex - Product, and of quality which can scarcely 
be matched.

1 The decor on the upper surface is protected with a high - gloss aluminum   
 oxide laquer. 
 This consists of several layers with different functions.
 It guarantees extreme scratch and abrasion resistance.

2 The supporting layer is a special moisture resistant, highly - compressed 
 fibreboard (HDF, E1).

3 a back-pull on the underside of the base board creates tension 
 symmetry and also provides a seal against humidity.

4 Selected collections are also fitted with a Sound - Design footfall sound 
 insulation.

L-groove
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gloss art  •  marble  •  stone  •  wood grain
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gloss art

Decor collection

Packaging contents:

10 panels  á 
644 mm x 310 mm x 8 mm = 1,996 m²
23.35“ x 12.21“ x 0.315“ = 21.485 sq.ft

42 boxes = 83,849 m² /  902.543 sq.ft

Gloss art decor collection

In the living spaces where today neutral and clear 
lines are dominating, the flooring can provide 
the right contrast through expressive and strong 
colours.
This new audacity for colour is reflected in the Gloss 
art decors. Trendy, bright and impressive tones 
make the perfect combination with modern work 
and living areas.

D 2936 Grey

U 148 Red

U 190 Black

D 2935 White



marble

Marble decor collection

These decors combine elements from the furnishings that adorn the 
rooms of stately homes with the sophisticated materials of nature. This is 
a lifestyle which one associates with castles, chalets and royal palaces. In 
the past, it could only be created by spending enormous sums of money, 
but now you can introduce this into your living space with GLaMoUR: 
living areas, suites, studios…

Three basic decors in a particularly valuable, bright, naturally soft look 
capture the glamour from Cervaiole and Carrara right up to arni and 
Venato. a glamour which accentuates your awareness of life and conveys 
it to others.

Packaging contents:

10 panels  á 644 mm x 310 mm x 8 mm = 1,996 m²

                     23.35“ x 12.21“ x 0.315“ = 21.485 sq.ft

42 boxes = 83,849 m² /  902.543 sq.ft
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marble Decor collection

D 2911 Botticino Classico Light

D 2909 Botticino Classico Dark

D 2921 Carrara Marmor
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stone

Natural stone decor collection

This decor collection attends to one’s needs with its darkly fascinating 
grandeur combining classical and exotic granite from Brazil, India and 
China. It brings to mind the fact that granite has been used since time 
immemorial for exquisitely sumptuous occasions or where durable, 
resilient furnishings were required. It is most at home in prestigious 
religious and secular buildings, but can also be found in private environ-
ments where the inhabitants wanted to give their surroundings a stately 
touch and ensure such surroundings would survive the ravages of time.

This is where the collection begins, initially with five basic decors: gla-
morous, captivating, peaceful, with a history stretching back so many 
generations. an expression of a sovereign view of the world and self 
presentation.
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Packaging contents:

10 panels  á 644 mm x 310 mm x 8 mm = 1,996 m²

                     23.35“ x 12.21“ x 0.315“ = 21.485 sq.ft

42 boxes = 83,849 m² /  902.543 sq.ft



stone Decor collection
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D 2910 Magma

D 2912 Raw Steel

D 2907 Caldera

D 2908 Labrador Larvik

D 2906 Granito Goya



wood grain

Exotic woods decor collection

Woods with a particularly noble origin, from domestic to exotic, 
all with expressive, appealing nature tones and grains but with 
brilliant paintwork to create a high gloss – these are the represen-
tatives of this collection, made up of wonderfully warming and 
vivaciously appealing decors.
a wide range of different looks for a wide variety of purposes, 
from private to commercial. Equally strong, appealing and capti-
vating wherever they are used.

Whether you are furnishing your house or apartment with floors 
which radiate a natural yet luxurious effect, you will always 
achieve a high degree of respectability along with animation and 
a feeling of well being. There are already six different decors to 
choose from – one truly is spoilt for choice here.

Packaging contents:

8 panels á 1376 mm x 193 mm x 8 mm = 2,125 m²

   54.173“ x 7.598“ x 0.315“ = 22.853 sq.ft

32 boxes = 67,985 m² / 731.784 sq.ft
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Decor collectionwood grain
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Exotic woods decor collection

Woods with a particularly noble origin, from domestic to exotic, 
all with expressive, appealing nature tones and grains but with 
brilliant paintwork to create a high gloss – these are the represen-
tatives of this collection, made up of wonderfully warming and 
vivaciously appealing decors.
a wide range of different looks for a wide variety of purposes, 
from private to commercial. Equally strong, appealing and capti-
vating wherever they are used.

Whether you are furnishing your house or apartment with floors 
which radiate a natural yet luxurious effect, you will always 
achieve a high degree of respectability along with animation and 
a feeling of well being. There are already six different decors to 
choose from – one truly is spoilt for choice here.

Packaging contents:

8 panels á 1376 mm x 193 mm x 8 mm = 2,125 m²

   54.173“ x 7.598“ x 0.315“ = 22.853 sq.ft

32 boxes = 67,985 m² / 731.784 sq.ft

D 2918 Canyon Moradillo

D 2913 Canyon Andiroba

D 2916 Plateau Merbau

D 2917 Canyon Koa Perfect

D 2919 Canyon Plum

D 2920 Plateau Maple



wood grain

Technical data

Test Test result Test standard

Resistance to abrasion ≥ 7000 revolutions EN 14354:2004, appendix D

Impact Resistance IC 1 EN 13329:2006, appendix F

Resistance to stains 5 (groups 1 and 2) 
4 (group 3)

EN 438 - 2 

Behaviour with cigarette burns 3 EN 438 - 2

Behaviour during simulation of 
movement of the leg of a piece of 
furniture

No visible change when performing the test with leg type 0 EN 424

Thickness swell ≤  18,0 % EN 13329:2006, appendix G

Their special production procedure gives glamour products a relatively high abrasion resistance in their class and they meet the technical 
requirements of standard EN14978:2006.
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Property Requirement Test standard

Humidity content at the time of 
dispatch from the factory

The elements must have a humidity content of 4% to 10%.
The humidity content of a delivery must be even at 
Hmax - Hmin ≤ 3%.

EN 322

Appearance, surface defects Minor surface defects as defined in EN 438 - 5 are permissible. EN 438 - 2

Behaviour when exposed to 
scratching

The elements must exhibit, as a minimum, level 3 resistance to 
scratching in accordance with EN 438 - 2.

EN 438 - 2 

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

Easy to assemble



Technical data Kronotex GmbH & Co. KG warranty conditions

In addition to the unrestricted statutory warranty conditions, Kronotex GmbH & Co. KG grants 
buyers of laminate flooring a warranty according to the following conditions, valid for 8 years 
from the date of purchase on the abrasion resistance of the laminate surface when the flooring 
is used solely for private purposes:

Warranty requirements

The laminate flooring must be checked for existing defects before and during installation. Laminate flooring which has 
been installed in spite of visible defects is excluded from the warranty.
The laminate flooring must be professionally installed in accordance with the instructions in dry rooms and in line with the 
relevant wear-and-tear category. Laminate flooring installed in wet rooms is excluded from the warranty.
abrasion points on laminate flooring must be clearly recognisable over a surface of at least 1 cm²; in particular, the decor 
layer must be fully worn away. abrasion points at the edges of elements and caused by extraordinary and improper wear 
and tear, especially if caused mechanically, are excluded from the warranty. 
In order for the warranty to remain valid, the laminate flooring must be regularly cleaned and maintained in accordance 
with the care instructions.
any warranty claims must be submitted to the retailer within 30 days of discovery of the abrasion along with the original 
invoice. Kronotex GmbH & Co. KG reserves the right to inspect the flooring concerned on site to check warranty claims.
Signs of wear and tear resulting from normal use are excluded from the warranty.

Warranty services

In the event of approved warranty claims, Kronotex GmbH & Co. KG replaces the damaged elements. If the Kronotex 
laminate flooring concerned is no longer available, the buyer may choose a replacement of equivalent quality from the 
current range of Kronotex GmbH & Co. KG.
Since an annual loss of value of Kronotex laminate flooring of 10% may be assumed based on normal wear and tear, the 
supply of a replacement by Kronotex GmbH & Co. KG will depend on the equivalent additional payment being made by 
the customer.
any liability for additional damage is excluded, especially consequential damage such as costs incurred by the installation, 
removal and transport of damaged Kronotex laminate flooring.

Ktex attach-
ment system 
to ensure opti-
mum assembly 
of the skirting 
boards

Accessories: skirting boards       Ktex High Gloss Polish

Ktex 6 Glamour skirting board
wood grain 15 x 80 x 2400 mm

Ktex Glamour  skirting board
stone / marble 15 x 80 x 2400 mm



as one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of laminated floo-
ring, Kronotex can offer you an 
innovative, top-quality product in 
the form of Colorado GLAMOUR. 
Complemented by an expert ser-
vice for technology, installation, 
servicing and maintenance. 
a dense logistics and marketing 
network is available for this pur-
pose. 
and one of the many Kronotex 
partners is not far from where 
you live.

Kronotex is always there for you. 
We answer your questions and 
are more than happy to send 
you informational material free 
of charge.
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www.kronotex.com

card boxes - sample books with original decors

Swiss - Krono Group


